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Unidirectionally reinforced multilayer plates with 
various loading conditions are studied using the finite 
element method. The method is based on a hybrid stress model 
in which self-equilibrated stresses are assumed within the 
element and the continuity requirements along the interlayer 
and interelement boundaries are then enforced. The analysis 
also takes into account transverse shear deformation which 
is of particular importance in the case of composite materials 
such as those for automobile tires. Triangular elements are 
chosen for analysis and the results obtained in this disser-
tation are compared with earlier results using finite element 
techniques and also using classical laminated plate theory. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Perhaps the most interesting and useful development 
in the field of structural analysis since the early 60's has 
been the finite element method of analysis. The fields of 
application of methods based on finite element concepts have 
expanded steadily to virtually all forms of engineering 
involving structural design. Also, the capability of finite 
element methods to deal with complex geometrical shapes 
hitherto regarded as insoluble combined with the availability 
of high speed digital computers have made finite element 
concepts the most widely applied in aerospace, civil, 
mechanical and shipbuilding industries. 
Although the concept of finite elements can be 
developed intuitively based on the physical approximation of 
substituting the actual continuum with a set of discrete 
(finite) elements, it is important to realize that it can 
also be based on the minimization principles. The continuous 
functions for the mechanical or physical quantities pertaining 
to the continuum are replaced by approximate functions which 
are smooth in each element but are continuous in the whole 
body. These approximate functions are constructed using the 
unknown parameters such as the values of the quantities at 
wo, 
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the nodal points of elements combined with a set of inter-
polation functions. The strain energy functions are sought 
which are expressed in terms of the nodal values and when 
the energy is minimized with respect to nodal parameters, 
a number of algebraic equations governing the unknown 
parameters are obtained. In effect, what we have done is to 
replace the original differential equations governing the 
behavior of the continuum with a set of newly derived alge-
braic equations. 
It has been established that variational methods 
involving energy principles are applicable to the structural 
analysis of various assemblies of finite elements. In the 
same way as variational methods being extensively used in 
the mathematical formulation of finite element methods, the 
development of finite elements has aided the advancement of 
new variational principles. One such most important develop 
ment is with regard to variational principles with relaxed 
(1,2,3,4,5,6) continuity requirements. 	 The finite element 
models developed by using these principles are called 
"Hybrid finite element models." Usually, these models 
employ stationary principles wherein two or more fields are 
varied simultaneously. In brief, the concept consists of 
assuming displacement and/or stress fields to be continuous 
within each element, but the continuity or equilibrium 
conditions along the interelement boundaries are relaxed in 
such a way that they are satisfied in an integral average 
3 
sense and hence will be completely satisfied when the 
element size becomes infinitesimally small. Thus the 
continuity or the equilibrium conditions along the inter-
element boundaries become conditions of constraint and 
appropriate boundary variables are used as the corresponding 
Lagrangian multipliers. In the present thesis, Hybrid stress 
model has been used for solving multilayer plate problems. 
1.1. Literature Survey  
Several literatures cite the various finite element 
models based on modified variational principles. (1,2,3,4,5,6) 
 Fraeijs de Vuebeke has proposed the so-called Equilibrium 
Model (7) and Fraeijs de Vuebeke and Sander (8) have used this 
model for analyzing plate bending using oblique coordinates. 
The hybrid stress model used in this thesis and the equi-
librium model proposed as above both follow from the same 
principle. In both cases, equilibrium equations are satis-
fied a priori within the element. In the equilibrium model, 
the equilibrium conditions are maintained for the boundary 
tractions of two neighboring elements. These latter 
equilibrium conditions are conditions of constraint along 
boundaries and the traction continuity along the boundaries 
is exactly satisfied but the displacements along the inter-
element boundary are satisfied in an integral average sense. 
No multilayered plate problem is solved and results are shown 
for several rectangular and square single layer plates. The 
same concept has been utilized by Mau, Pian, Tong (9) and 
Pian, Mau (10) for the analysis of multilayered plates and 
shells. Here also, as in the previous case the equilibrium 
conditions of constraint are applied along the boundaries 
between two elements (interelement boundary) and the traction 
continuity along these boundaries is satisfied exactly. On 
the boundary between two layers (interlayer boundary), they 
still match a compatible displacement field. In other words, 
displacement continuity on the interelement boundary is 
effected in an average sense while the traction continuity 
on the interlayer boundary is effected in an average sense. 
Solutions have been given for several numerical plate 
problems and are compared with elasticity solution and 
..111 
solution given by Barker, Lin and Data (11)  who have used a 
three-dimensional element with a cubic displacement variation 
along the plane and a linear variation of displacement along 
the thickness. An iterative technique called conjugate 
gradient routine has been used to minimize the total potential 
energy of the system and results have been compared with 
elasticity solution and the classical plate theory solution. 
1.2. Tire Stress Analysis  
A complete stress analysis of a tire should establish 
the nature of stresses and deformations at all points in the 
tire under loading conditions which are of importance. This 
encompasses both theoretical and experimental approaches. 
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In fact, the studies in the past have relied heavily on 
trial and error designs and full scale experimental testing. 
The existing literature (15,16,17,18,19) on tire stress 
analysis is confined mainly to elastic treatments with some 
approximations in force-deformation relations and material 
characteristics. Some of these studies (15,16,17) attempt to 
predict the tire equilibrium shape instead of a detailed 
stress distribution analysis. However, all these analyses 
have not been able to completely overcome the inherent 
complexity of the problem arising out of the following: 
(i) Effects of transverse shear deformation which 
is particularly important in case of composite 
materials. 
(ii) Complexity due to materials characterization: 
The tire carcass being a composite of rubber 
matrix with textile, steel or glass cords, 
offers great difficulty in writing the stress-
strain relations for the structure as a whole. 
(iii) Prescribing external loads on tire: Considera-
tion of the simplest cases of inflation pressure 
and centrifugal force limits the existing 
solutions to special cases. In general, the 
loading also involves an asymmetric system of 
forces acting at the tire-ground interface. 
Very recently, this aspect has been particularly 
treated by matrix analysis. 
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(iv) Effects of geometric and material nonlinearities 
created by large deformations. 
The present study attempts to overcome some of these 
difficulties. Since the warping of the cross-section (as 
a result of transverse shear deformation and discontinuous 
material properties) is quite severe in case of multilayer 
laminates, it is appropriately taken care of by assigning 
rotational degrees of freedom for each layer. 
Also, since the present finite element study discreties 
the structure into layered elements, different material 
properties can be assigned to different layers to represent 
a truly anisotropic material behavior. However, the study 
is limited to case of orthotropic material properties. 
The present analysis is limited to plates with the 
above refinements. From here, the extension of analysis to 
shells (toroidal shell which the tire is composed of), 
consideration of geometric non-linearities and proper 
consideration of forces at tire-ground surface can be made. 
In addition to overcoming some of the complexities 
mentioned above, the present study also takes advantage of a 




2.1. Functional for the Finite Element Model  
The method outlined here is based on hybrid stress 
model derived from the modified complementary energy principle. 
In this case, the conditions assumed a priori are: 	(i) 
Satisfaction of equilibrium equations within the domain of 
the element, and (ii) Existence of a strain-energy density 
function. Instead of consideration of equilibrium of boundary 
traction as in the equilibrium model, the boundary displace-
ments are interpolated in terms of a finite number of boundary 
displacements at the nodes. The interpolation functions 
giving the boundary displacements are so constructed that 
when the nodal displacements of two neighboring elements 
coincide, the displacements along the entire boundary are 
compatible. Also since the assumed stresses must satisfy 
the prescribed boundary tractions along the portion of the 
boundary where tractions are prescribed, we could simply 
enforce a condition T. - T. = 0 on such boundary where Ti
1 	1 	 1 
are prescribed traction. This would be a condition of 
constraint on that particular boundary and corresponding 
Lagrange multipliers are the boundary displacements. 
Thus we can write the functional in general as: 
8 




For the numerical formulation, we choose u is on S a 
 inthesainewayasu-onpill. 	 ip These 	interpolated1p  
in terms of the nodal displacements q on p m . Similarly one 
can assume u.1  on Su 	 i 
	
which is of the same type as u 	on p
m' m p 
but we assign values to q on S u so as to correspond to the m  
prescribed u i . 
Thus, the funttional reduces to: 
m 
Ft S ( mil ')cLi . -I— 	Ti m 	IL 	 ILTT1 lP 
Js 
where 
t 5 6-n— rn 	m 	up1 	crm 
For the case of a laminated system, the functional can be 
written down as: 
it 	---- dry "r" cS Ti uip ci 
Si 
S 	-a • ds 3. 	lc' 
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where u p  is the displacement specified on the interlayer i 
boundary S i  and u.ip  is the displacement specified on the 
interelement boundary 90m. 
2.2. Finite Element Discretization  
This process consists in assuming a stress field which 
is in equilibrium within the element and boundary displace-
ment field in terms of the nodal values of the displacements. 
The two fields are independently assumed and the interpolation 
functions applied to interlayer or interelement boundaries 
are so constructed as to give the required type of variation 
of the displacements along those boundaries. 
For the sake of convenience, the two boundary displace-
ments are separately written. In what follows, the finite 
element discretization is done for multilayered plates with 
transverse loading. The self-equilibrated stress field a is 
chosen in the form 
a- 	/ 
where A is a matrix of cartesian coordinates giving the 
	
stress distribution and 	is a vector of stress parameters. 




where B is a matrix of boundary coordinates. 
10 
This traction field can be split up into two fields, 
one giving the boundary traction along interlayer boundary, 
i.e., 
and the other on the interelement boundary as: 
-m 
	 on 	3.1-1_ 	
( 4-b ) 
The displacement field is assumed in general as: 
where L is again a matrix of boundary coordinates and q is 
a vector of nodal displacements for the element. 
The displacement field along the interlayer boundary 
is written as: 
( 5 ) 













The summation for interlayer boundaries (i.e. summa-
tion over j) includes only the above two integrals. The 
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where 
(6 b)  
The integral due to external loading is given by: 





The prescribed tractions are on the interlayer boundary 
(transverse loading case). 
sTm 
(6 d ) 
where 
cAS„ 
Proper substitution in the functional gives: 
(--:1 	
T i 
(r 	t c3T "-(1 • 1 	1\ 
When IS is used to represent the stress parameters of all 
layers, we write the functional as one summation over the 
number of elements as: 
J ct 9 
T 
1 Where H and G. are supermatrices with H and G. as diagonal 
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When a transformation is introduced to relate the element 
nodal displacements q to a column of independent global 
displacement q*, the functional becomes: 
iz  
T 
cfk - 	Q. 
The application of minimum principle yields the matrix 
equation 
Thus, element stiffness matrix is given by: 
k m 
( 9 ) 
which when solved gives the global displacements. 
To obtain stresses, the expression for $ as given by 
Eq. (6e) is substituted in Eq. (2) giving 






With the values of q known, stresses are evaluated at any 
desired point. 
2.3. Stress Field Generation  
It is now necessary to write a series of self-
equilibrating stress distributions covering all possibilities 
giving a complete stress system. As suggested by Ahmad and 
Irons (12)  , any self-equilibrating stress field can be 
expressed as the sum of three stress fields in different 
sets of parallel planes. In other words, one can write stress 
systems in xy-planes, varying arbitrarily with z and similar 
systems in yz- and xz-planes. Thus stresses have to be 
derived from three interpretations avoiding all redundant 
terms to keep the variables independent. The stress functions 
are chosen from Table 1 of Ref. 12. 
The basic criteria in the derivation of stress field 
are: 
(i) The normal stress in the z-direction is zero. 
i.e. o 	= 0 zz 
(ii) The normal stresses in the x and y directions 
and the inplane shear stress (i.e. u xx , yy' 
T 
xy
) vary linearly in x, y and z. 
(iii) The transverse shear stresses vary quadratically 
in z. 
(iv) Since, later in the theoretical development, a 
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(1) 
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is used, the shear strains, being the first order 
derivatives of displacements will be quadratic. 
Thus, the transverse shear stresses vary 
quadratically in x and y in addition to z. 
With this as background, we write the following three 
stress functions arrived at by various relevent interpreta-
tions. The parameters Vs are numbered according to the 
order in which the various interpretations are chosen. 
139 
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The stresses are derived from the stress-functions as follows: 
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Applying the conditions on the stress field as 
enunciated in the beginning of this section, we set the 
following parameters to zero in the stress functions. 
In (1), these parameters are: 
P3 ' 	7 P15 	 '17 	P18 	 P22 
	
23 7 
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Considering all the remaining parameters as Fi 1 ( in 
order to rewrite the final expressions for stresses in terms 
of 13), the following expressions for stresses are finally 
obtained. 
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To regulate and thereby simplify the parameters in 
these expressions, we introduce the new parameters S such 
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Thus, the final expressions for the stresses are written as: 
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2.4. Element Shape and Area Coordinates  
In the following development, triangular elements 
have been used for analysis. Being perhaps the most attrac- 
tive shape, they are well suited to the analysis of structures 
with irregular boundaries and it is easy to vary the element 
size in the vicinity of stress concentrations etc. They 
also can best describe the topology for shell structures. 
Instead of writing the stiffness matrices for triangular 
elements in rectangular cartesian coordinates, we use natural 
or area coordinates for the same purpose. Natural coordinates 
rely on the element geometry for their definition. They have 
the property that one particular coordinate has unit value 
at one node of the element and zero value at other nodes, 
its variation between nodes being linear. The use of natural 
coordinates, which are invariant with respect to the orienta-
tion of the triangle, for the three node triangular element 
(known as area coordinates in particular) in deriving inter-
polation functions is particularly advantageous because of 
special closed form integration formulas that can be used to 
evaluate the integrals in the element equations. 
The area coordinates are denoted as 	(i = 1,2,3) as 
in Fig. 1. These describe the location of any point p within 
or on the boundary of the element 1-2-3. The cartesian 
coordinates of a point are linearly related to the area 
coordinates by the following equations. 
27 
Fig. 1. Area Coordinates for the Element 
28 
-X 	+ 	z 	3 
3 
In other words, the position of the point may be 
specified relative to the triangle by the three areas A l , A 2 
 and A3 or, more conveniently by the non-dimensionalized 
areas: 
= _A t 
A 
A2 
3  A 	 A 
where A = A l + A 2 + A 3 = area of the triangle. 
Since any two area coordinates are sufficient to 
specify the point uniquely, we have another interdependence 
relation 
The relation between area coordinates and the rectangular 
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For the purpose of establishing rules for differen-
tiation and integration only c / and c 2 are considered as 
independent variables. Thus 	 implies that c 2 is held 
implies that c / is held constant, whereas constant and 
'2 
c 3 varies in both cases. The differentiation rule follows 
as: 
30 










and det [J] = 2A. 
2.5. Element Nodal Degrees of Freedom  
In our formulation, the in-plane displacements u and 
v are assumed to have linear variation while the normal 
displacement is assumed to have a cubic variation. Physically, 
this would mean that the triangular surface bends like a 
classical plate while it stretches linearly. Also, the fact 
that the transverse shear stresses are derived directly from 
the transverse shear strains which contain first order 
derivatives of w with respect to x and y, combined with the 
assumption that transverse shear stresses vary quadratically, 
necessitates a cubic variation for w. This variation is also 
31 
justified by the fact that transverse shear stresses a 	and 
ayz do work only on the rectangular boundary surfaces where 
such a variation is assumed. 
In the case of multilayer plates, transverse shear 
deformation plays an important role because of discontinuous 
material properties. To account for these effects, the 
rotational degrees of freedom 0 x and ey  are assumed different 
for each layer. With the assumption that e x and 0 y  are 
constant across the thickness of any one layer, they are 
derived from the in-plane displacements u and v at the top and 
the bottom surface of each layer. Thus for each layer there 
will he 21 degrees of freedom with five degrees of freedom 
at corner nodes and one degree of freedom for the midside 
node. 
Correspondingly, for a three layer element, there are 
nine degrees of freedom for a corner node and again one degree 
of freedom for the mid-side node, thus totaling to 33 degrees 
of freedom for the element. The degree of freedom disposition 
is shown in Fig. 2. 
2.6. Boundary Displacement Fields  
The two displacement fields, one each on the inter-
layer and the interelement boundary are separately written 
to aid numerical computation. Thus the elements of the matrix 
G in Eq. (5) are split up into two groups under G. in Eq. 
(Sa) 
andill 
 in Eq. (5b). 
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Fig. 2. Degree of Freedom Disposition for the 
Triangular Element 
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On the interlayer boundary, the displacement distri-
butions are functions of area coordinates only. Denoting by 
i and j the top and the bottom surfaces of any layer (Fig. 
3) of thickness 2h and writing 1-4-7 as a subscript to denote 
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The cubic variation of w over the triangular surface is 
obtained by using the procedure suggested by Silvester (13) 
for writing down the interpolation functions for higher order 
elements. Using these functions, the element equations can 
he made to contain derivatives and integrals of the area 
coordinates. Then: 
9 




Fig. 3. Element Nodal Degrees of Freedom 
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There are no i,j superscripts on w since w remains the same 
for the entire thickness of the element. Thus, in Eq. (5a), 
elements of vector 113.
o 
 are (6x1), those of L and q are 
l 
respectively (6x21) and (21x1). 
The in-plane displacements on the rectangular boundary 
(interelement boundary) are linear interpolations of the 








linearly interpolated displacements due to stretching and 
due to rotation of the two end nodes. For example, for any 
boundary, say 1-4, as in Fig. 4, (where S is the distance 
measured from node 1): 
1-1 1 	-+ LI 2 1 
where 
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 Rectangular Boundary 1-4 
(b) 
Variation of in-plane displacement 
'u' along 1-4 
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Rearranging terms with proper subscripts to denote 
the boundary or the node, 
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These give the elements of matrix Lm in Eq. (5b) and 
it has (9 x 21) elements. While writing the area integrals, 
we encounter integrations with respect to c i , c 2 , and c 3 on 
triangular boundaries (Eq. (6a) and with respect to s and z 
on the rectangular boundaries (Eq. (6b). These integrals 
are separately evaluated numerically by using relevant 
numerical integration techniques. In such a case, we shall 
use a one-dimensional formula for integrations on rectangular 
boundaries. For this purpose, it is necessary to write 
integration variables in the non-dimensionalized form with 
integration limits varying from -1 to +1. The non-
dimensionalization of z is effected simply by writing: 
( 183 ) 
where z is measured from the mid-surface of the layer and 
2h is the thickness of the element. In the s-direction on 
any rectangular boundary, we write the modification as: 
= 
As s varies from 0 to 2, (length of the side of the element), 
it can be seen that s varies from -1 to +1. Then 
1 ( 1 -t 5-  
2 
(19 ) 
- 1 - 1 
42 
( A - -5- 	: 7. -. : 	1 -
2 
( I - 5 ) 
( 1 - 3 - ) 	-- (1 Jr 3n 
t 	 2 
- 3 ') 
	 ( 1 - 3 7 ) 
L 
( 4 2h J 
(15 6) 
and any integral of any function f(S,i) is transformed as: 
h 
S f (5,7) ds dz 
-h 0 
2.7. Boundary Tractions  
From the stress field chosen, it is possible to 
derive the boundary traction field as: 
To do this, we use the basic relation given in the 
index notation as: 
Ti 	c:i n. 
or 
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where n. are the direction cosines of the normal to the 
boundary. 
The direction cosines of the normal to any boundary, 
say, for example 1-4, are derived as follows: The coordinates 
s and z for this boundary are shown in Fig. 5. Writing 
down the derivations in the cartesian coordinate system as 
shown in Fig. 5 we have the position vector q . given by: 
	
1 . 4- y 	+ -z* 
where i, T, k are unit vectors in the cartesian coordinate 
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? 3 being zero on this boundary. 
Thus 
c 2 =0 
C 1 =1 —9, 14 
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By the basic vector mechanics and the right hand rule the 
magnitude and direction of the vector normal to this boundary 
is given by 
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On all these boundaries 
n z = 0 
On the upper triangular surface 
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Using these values of direction cosines and Eq. (20), the 
expressions for the boundary stresses are written. Denoting 
by superscripts, the boundaries of the element, they are: 
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The expressions for the stresses are substituted from Eq. 
(11). In what follows, only two typical boundary tractions 
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Since these expressions are used in conjunction with the 
displacements, it is necessary to convert the 	coordinates 
to the coordinates S and z, so that we have integrals 
modified as in Eq. (19). 
Referring to Fig. 4, any distance on the boundary 1-4 
is given by 
49 
5
2 	 2 
where (x 1 , y 1 ) are the coordinates of node 1 and (x,y) refer 
to the arbitrary point on the line 1-4. 
Letting 
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The expressions for all other boundary tractions are written 
in a similar manner. These give the elements of the matrix 
B in Eq. (3). 
2.8. External Load Calculations  
Three types of loading are considered for the 
numerical work. They are: 
(i) concentrated load at the center of plate 
(ii) uniformly distributed load 
(iii) loads varying sinusoidally in both directions. 
Since the boundaries on which these transverse loads 
are prescribed are the triangular boundaries, it is necessary 
to consider only the boundary displacement distribution matrix 
52 
L, pertaining to these boundaries (Eq. (6c)). However, the 
nodal displacement vector is still common for both the types 
of boundaries since all the nodal degrees of freedom are 
involved when writing any boundary displacement matrix. 
While solving the multilayer plate problem, the 
components of the prescribed tractions are given by: 
0 




p(x,y) is the distributed load on the top of the 
uppermost layer of the element. 
It may be mentioned here that for the case of 
uniformly distributed load, p will be a constant value and 
the load calculations on elements with same geometry remain 
the same. In fact, in such a case, it is siffucient to 
evaluate the stiffness matrices for only typical elements 
and later perform the assembly procedure. On the other hand, 
for sinusoidal loading, the load intensity varies from point 
to point. With a fixed cartesian coordinate system, it is 
necessary to evaluate the loading vector for each and every 
element of the structure and complete the assembly. 
CHAPTER III 
ELASTICITY ANALYSIS OF MULTILAYER LAMINATES 
Due to the recent developments in high-modulus fibers 
and to the necessity for light-weight, high-strength 
structures, composite material constructions are becoming 
increasingly popular. These constructions consist of 
several layers stacked one above the other at various 
orientations to each other unidirectionally reinforced 
composites are considered here. In particular, tire struc-
ture consists of layers of reinforcing cords embedded in 
rubber matrix. 
It is well-known that for an orthotropic material (with 
three planes of elastic symmetry), the three-dimensional 
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where 
1-' 15 	P-3i 	4 1z 	P-2 1 	• 	µ 23 	11 32 
E l E 3 E1 Ea E 2 E 3 
Unidirectionally reinforced composite is a special 
case of orthotropic composite in that the elastic properties 
in the two directions other than the direction of reinforce-
ment will be same. If, for example, the properties in x 2
-and x3 - directions are same, the above stress-strain 
relations reduce to equations in which: 
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C1 12 --- 
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It can be seen that for such a case only six independent 
elastic constants (E 1 , E 2 , 11 12' G 12 , 11 23' G 23 ) describe the 
stress-strain relations. 
Thus, the compliance matrix used for each lamina 
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The above relations 
symmetry in 1,2,3 directions. 
For an arbitrary orientation of the lamina, as shown 
in Fig. 6, where the principal axes (1,2,3) do not coincide 
with the cartesian reference axes (x,y,z) of the laminate, 
the following transformation law is used: 
,1 X22 
23 
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where m = cos0 and n = sine, e being the angle between the 
two sets of axes. 
The above relation can be written in the abbreviated 
form as: 
and similarly 




Writing Eq. (24) in a similar way, we have 
= 5 cr ( 28 ) 
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Substituting Eq. (28) and Eq. (27) in Eq. (23), we get 
or 
T ") T ( 25 	) 
 
( 29 b ) 
Thus, the compliance matrix S is transformed in order 




4.1. Numerical Integration  
When writing down the stiffness matrix, integrations 
over areas and volumes are encountered at several stages 
such as in Eq. (6). Since these terms involve matrices 
individually, the final outcome in each case is a matrix 
of some order. The matrix operations are discussed in 
Section 4.2. It may be too difficult or impractical to 
integrate these expressions in closed form. Also, the element 
of volume or surface over which the integration has to be 
carried out needs to be expressed in terms of the local 
coordinates (area coordinates, in our case) with appropriate 
limits of integration. Thus to get satisfactory results, 
numerical integration techniques are used. 
The volume integral in terms of the cartesian 
coordinates is transformed, in general, to an integral of 
area coordinates by the following relation: 
5S F(-K ' Y ' z) 87` dy 	= S S S 	,11,r7 	deg3 i 
d4 
where the Jacobian matrix of transformation is given by an 
expression like Eq. (13). It should be noted here that this 
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transformation is valid for any general local coordinate 
system. In the present case, since area coordinates are 
being used to transform the cartesian (x,y) coordinates, 
and 1-1 could be thought of as C l and 2 ( 3 is not indepen-
dent, Eq. (12)) and c could be z. Thus the above transforma-
tion can now be written as: 
1 	1 - 
SS 	( 	7, 	) dct [J1 c1", 1 Ck2 	2 
0 0 	- 1 
where det[J] now refers particularly to Eq. (13) and the 
above integral is for a case where z is simply transformed 
to z by Eq. (18a). 
The numerical integration constants for evaluating 
the above integral have been devised by Radau based on Gauss 
expressions for numerical integration. Hence these constants 
are known as Gauss-Radau integrating constants involving 
area coordinates (14)  
The integration in the z direction in the above 
expression is taken care of by simple Gauss quadrature formulae 
in one dimension. Thus in evaluating the volume integral in 
our case, two sets of integration constants are used. Gauss 
quadrature constants (Table 8.1 of Ref. 14) and Gauss-Radau 
constants (Table 8.2 of Ref. 14). For accuracy, five constants 
(n=5) are chosen in each case. 
There are two categories of area integrals involved in 
• 
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our numerical work. The first one, as indicated in the 
expression of Eq. (6a) pertains to the interlayer boundary 
and involves only coordinates 	2 and c 3 (z will have 
either +h or -h value) and hence the following transformation 
is effected: 
S 	F ( -x , Y ) 
0 0 
	 1 	(3 ) det 	cl42 ck i 
and the numerical integration is carried out using Gauss-
Radau constants. 
The second area integral is over rectangular boundaries 
(interelement boundary) as in Eq. (6b) and which involves 
two independent non-dimensionalized coordinates s and z each 
of which has integration limits -1 and +1. In this case, 
one-dimensional Gauss quadrature constants for each coordinate 
are applied. Thus, the same constants are chosen twice in 
this case. 
The area integral giving the load vector (Eq. (6c)) is 
in terms of c l , c 2 and c 3 only and Gauss-Radau constants are 
used for numerical integration. 
4.2. Matrix Operations and Computer Program  
The various matrices encountered in the calculations 
are given below. The notations are the same as those used 
in the derivation of the functional in Section 2.1. 
I 	 Stress field: 
I 
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= A a 
(6)(1) 	(6),31)(3171) 
Boundary tractions : 
interlayer boundary : 
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(6x1) 	x2=1 ) ( 31 Xi) 
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Displacement fields: 
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( 31 X ) (6, X21) 
interelement boundary: 
G 	c 	, 7 , 
7-tr6 -7-- 	j e m i,_ In ck s
-;_.(Lm - 
( 31 X `) (ter'. 7.1) 
Order of stiffness matrix for each layer of element: 21 x 21 
Order of stiffness matrix for the entire element: 33 x 33 
The computer program is written for the multilayered 
plates according to the following steps: 
(i) Read the number of elements, degrees of freedom 
for nodes, global nodal numbers for the corner 
and mid-side nodes. 
Store all integration constants for use in one-
dimensional Gauss quadrature formula and Gauss-
Radau formula. 
(iii) Read overall dimensions of plate, thickness of 
layers, material properties of layer and 
lamina orientations. 
(iv) Calculate elements of matrices G. and Gm . 
(v) Calculate the elements of the compliance matrix 
for each layer by using the transformation 
matrix (Eq. (25)). 
(31 r 21) 
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(vi) Obtain the elements of the matrix involving 
volume integral for each layer. Perform the 
necessary operations as given in Eq. (7) thus 
getting the stiffness matrix for each layer. 
(vii) By assembling the matrix elements for all 
layers, obtain the stiffness matrix for the 
element (layer assembly). 
(viii) Obtain the load vector for any given transverse 
load. 
(ix) Perform the assembly of elements of stiffness 
matrix for all elements geometrically similar 
to the one chosen above. (Element assembly.) 
(x) Repeat steps (iv) to (ix) to cover all other 
typical elements to obtain the global stiffness 
matrix for the structure. 
(xi) Apply appropriate boundary conditions. 
(x) Solve a set of simultaneous equations to get 
the displacements. 
It is to be noted that two distinct assembly procedures are 
adopted here. The interlayer assembly procedure consists in 
writing down the stiffness matrix for the element consisting 
of several layers. For a particular manner of numbering the 
element nodes, the process remains the same for all elements. 
The (21 x 21) matrix for each layer is merged into a 
(33 x 33) matrix for the element. The numbering of the nodes 
for one element follows the description given in Section 2.5 
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and shown in Fig. 2. 
The interelement assembly is carried out as in any 
other finite element assembly. To save the computer storage 
space , the assembled global matrix is written directly in the 
banded form. Typical mesh patterns and the nodal numbering 
adopted to obtain an economical storage capacity are shown 
in Fig. 7. These numbers refer to the nodes which has all 
the layers incorporated in it and thus the stiffness matrix 
for any element here would have already incorporated the 
stiffness matrices of all the layers. 
Two commonly used subroutines, one for matrix multipli-
cation and the other for transposing the matrix are written. 
A library program was used to invert any square symmetric 
matrix. 
The final set of equations (in the banded form) are 
solved by Gaussian elimination technique as suggested by 
Zienkiewicz (14) 
Once the displacements are known, they are substituted 
in Eq. (10) and the stresses are derived. 




















3x3 mesh (N=3) 
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Fig. 7. Typical Mesh Patterns for a Quarter Plate 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to check the suitability of the hybrid model 
developed in this study, several numerical problems are 
solved. These results are compared with the available 
results. 
5.1. Convergence Study  
To observe the convergence of the results obtained 
from the present hybrid stress finite element model, a simple 
numerical problem of a single layer square plate subjected 
to a concentrated load at the center is solved. The plate 
is assumed to be simply supported all over and is considered 
isotropic. The geometric and physical properties of the 
plate are: 
length of side, a = 10 in 
thickness of plate = 1 in 
Poisson's ratio = 0.3 
Modulus of Elasticity E = 30 x 10 6  psi. 
The vertical deflections at the center of the plate 
are obtained for various mesh patterns with increasing number 
of meshes as shown in Fig. 7. The results are shown in Fig. 
8 where the ratio of present value of central deflection to 
the exact value is plotted against the number of mesh 
I 
0.6 






3 	4 	5 	6 
Number of divisions for half span (N) 
Fig. . Convergence Study for the Present Model 
(simply supported square plate with 
concentrated load at center) 
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divisions for half span. Since the plate is symmetric in 
its geometry, loading and boundary condition only one-quarter 
plate is taken for analysis. The plot shows a progressive 
convergence and with N = 6, the result is only about 3% 
smaller than the exact value. It should be noted here that 
in this case of a single layered plate, the number of 
degrees of freedom per element reduces to 21. 
5.2. Comparative Results  
To study the applicability of the present method to 
numerical problems of layered plates, two typical examples 
of 3-layered plates are chosen for detailed analysis. The 
geometry of the plate and other details are shown in Fig. 9. 
The notations L and T refer to the two principal axes of 
symmetry in the plane of the plate. In the following 
problems longitudinal axis of the top and bottom layers 
coincide with the x-axis (i.e. 8 = 0) and that of the middle 
layer is perpendicular to these (i.e. 0 = 90). Thus we 
have 0°/90°/0° orientation of the laminates and the elements 
of matrix T in Eq. (22) are known. Only a sinusoidal load 
with a unit central intensity and varying as 
yin - 	 S a 
is considered to be acting transversely on the plate. 
The properties of the lamina with respect to their 
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a 
s = t 
Fig. 9. Details for Three-Layer Square Plate 
Under Sinusoidal Load 
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principal axes of symmetry 	(Fig. 	6) 	are: 
E l = 	25 x 10 6  psi 
E 2 = 1 x 10 6  psi 
G 12 = 0.5 x 10
6  psi 
G 23 = 0.2 x 10
6  psi 
P12 = '23 
= 0.25 
Thus we have the six independent elastic constants that 
describe the stress-strain relations for each layer (Eq. (24)). 
The span to depth ratio (S = 	is varied in the 
following examples and the stresses and displacements are 
normalized for plotting purposes as follows: 
5z 
CT_ , 




The simply supported boundary conditions are (Fig. 9) 
at x = 0 or a, v = w = 0 
at y= 0 or a, u= w= 0 
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In the graphs that follow the examples, results are 
plotted as obtained by three methods. Firstly, results from 
the classical laminated plate theory (due to Reissner) are 
shown. These results do not take into account transverse 
shear deformation. The next two sets of results, one obtained 
by Barker-Lin-Dana (Ref. 11) and the other by the present 
study, both account for transverse shear deformation in their 
analyses. 
The results given by Barker-Lin-Dana utilize a 2 x 2 
mesh in the quarter plate. Since their method is mainly a 
three dimensional finite element analysis, each of the three 
layers is assumed to have three elements in the thickness 
direction. Each quadrilateral element has two triside nodes 
and each node has three degrees of freedom. Thus each 
element has 72 degrees of freedom. 
Case 1: This example has a span to depth ratio equal 
to four (i.e. S = 4). A 2 x 2 mesh is used in quarter plate 
and it has 990 degrees of freedom. Fig. 10 shows the plotting 
of the variation of the in-plane displacement u at (a,a/2) 
through the thickness. It can be seen that the results 
obtained by the three dimensional analysis and the present 
study agree fairly well. The result of the classical plate 
theory does not agree well with the above results due to the 
fact that transverse shear deformation has not been 
considered here. Fig. 11 shows the variation of the normal 
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Classical laminated plate theory 
--- Barker-Lin-Dana 
Present study 
s = 4 
Simply supported 3-layer square plate 
with sinusoidal loading 
Fig. 12. Variation of Tn-Plane Shear Stress o xy  (a,d,z) 
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variation of in-plane shear stress c 	at the corner of the xy 
plate. Fig. 13 is a plot of the variation of transverse 
shear stress c 	through the thickness. xz 
In all these cases, good agreement can be inferred 
between the results obtained in the present study and the 
three-dimensional finite element analysis. However, the 
results of the classical plate theory can not be relied on 
in all these cases. 
Case 2: The next four figures pertain to the case 
where the span to depth ratio is increased to 10 (i.e. S = 
10). In this case Barker-Lin-Dana have used a 3 x 3 mesh 
for a quarter plate with only two elements through the thick-
ness of each layer. Thus the number of degrees of freedom 
for the quarter plate is 1344. However, the same material 
properties as in the previous example are retained here. 
Fig. 14 shows the variation of the in-plane displacement u 
at the side of the plate. Figs. 15 and 16 show the variation 
of the normal and in-plane shear stresses at the center and 
the corner of the plate, respectively. Fig. 17 shows 
variation of the transverse shear stress at the side of the 
plate. 
It can be seen from these plots that there is a very 
good agreement between the results obtained by the present 
study and by the three dimensional finite element analysis. 
Also the results due to classical plate theory tend to agree 
with the finite element results more in this case than in 
s 
- 	 ••• 
• -••••• 
z 
0 . 5 	.- 
• 
0.1 	0.2 
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— 	Classical laminated plate theory 
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Present study 
Simply supported 3-layer plate under 
sinusoidal loading 
Fig. 14. Variation of In-Plane Displacement t1 (a, -1, z) 
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------ Classical laminated plate theory 
-- Barker-Lin-Dana 
-I 4-- Present study 
-0.5 
Simply supported 3-layer plate under 
sinusoidal loading 
a Fig. 17. Variation of Transverse Shear Stress axz (a, 7 , z) 
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the previous case. This explains the well known fact that 
the effect of transverse shear deformation becomes smaller 
as the plate becomes thinner. 
Viewing all these results in an overall fashion, it 
is evident that the transverse shear deformations are effec-
tively taken care of by the present finite element model 
particularly in case of laminated composites such as automo-
bile tires where the distortion of the section of the plate 
can be expected. 
Also as can be seen from u-displacement in Fig. 10 
(case of a thick plate) the original normal is seen to be 
distorted considerably where as the u-displacement in the 
latter case (case of thin plate, Fig. 14) shows a distortion 
which is far less than the first case. 
The good comparisons indicate that the present model 
could be extended to the analysis of shells for the case of 
automobile tires. The present finite element formulation can 
also be modified to take into account large deformations to 
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P (0)=: 0 /FXT: 
• (4,4 )=7,,n/CLT 
P (6,6)=1.n/riLT 
NTOT=1"1TNCOP* ,,tr)FC 
Flo 2 I = 	Tr):r 
P( T 1=n.(..) 
nn 7 J=1,NRANn 
2 	AV(I,J1=n. -0-  
Dr") 124 
flO 14 J=101 
1 -A4 AA((,j)=O..fl 
hlm=f■ 
• q8 IJ=1,2. 
11(1=NP1+1 
C 	REAnINC, THE CoORDINATF.c EnR A TYPICAL FLEYENT 
READ(51R)(X(IJ,J),J-1,3) 
P W 1R"AT(F1 c, ..6) 
PFA r ,P)(Y(TJIJ),J=1, 1 ) 
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NY23=(X(IJ92)-X(IJ,11 /L21 
NX1 3 =(v(IJ,1)-Y(IJO1 /L1 
NY1=(X(IJ,3)-X(1J,1) /L1'3 
EVALIIATIo I OF THE Jt\CnRIA 
flETJ=NX(IJ, 1 )-Y(IJ4 1 ))*(v 
1J,2)-X(T.))) 
In 2 	1r1,31 
nn ln J=1.,71 
T11T,J1='.P 
T2( 1 ,J)=('•^ 
111,J)=P.") 
TC.)2( 1 ,J)=r - 
nr:` 14 	= 1 0 2 
nn 14 J=1133 
14 I-AV( T,J)= 0 .0 
nn 24 m=1 
nn 24 ^1 ,71,11 
71L rF(V01)=C.r) 
r, r) 72 





nr . TPAR"A.T- T(1"1 	- 
3,2)-v(IJO)))-((v(1J,1)-v(1j ,' 11*(X(I 
FVALIIAT f 0'1 	OF AREA I NTFITRALS 
no 31 K 1 = 1 .9 
00 	?=1 
f, F (1,1)=NX12 
RF ( 1 ,'3 ) =NY1 2 
.P+7A (KT)) /?.n 
FcvN , ( 1., 0-7A ( 	))./?•(' 
rx12=l X f TJ,1 )41- Fcmr\l) -1- ( X ( T.1.?)*FI 
FY12=( Y( 1",19 -1 )*F`c,!YIN. 1+(Y(I,1 9 2) 1(- r- c,oL) 
pF 	=FY 1:?*MX / 
Pr 
pF ( 1 , 	) , FY1241-NX12 
PF ( 1 9 q ) =r- Y1 7*NY 1 2 	' 
PF( -1 	1')) =FX12*FY1 231-NY:Th? 	 •,_ 
PFf 191 21=7A ( K? )*T`i ICK*NX12 
r)F (1,14)=7A(K?)*THICK*NY12 
X71-1 1 2=7A (K2 )*THICK*FX17 
YZE112=71 (K2 )*THICK.*EY12 . 
( 1 91) ---- X71-1 17*NX1.7 
RF( 1 ,17)=X7H17*NY17 
P.F( 1 918 ) =Y7J-1 17 44-NX1.2 
Pf ( 1 9 ?C) ) = Y7H17*Ny . 1?-   
PF ( 1 9 21 1 ::, YZF1 1 7*FX 1 7*,\IX 1.2 
FiF. ( 29 2 )=N1Y12 
5F(29 2 )=NX12 
pF( 2, 5)z-- RF(196) 
PF(296)=', F(1941 
PF(298)--=FF(19O) 
f'F(2, (1, 7 ) 
PF( 2911 =FX12 -1f. FY1.2*NY12 
,r', F (2, 1 	)=P17 (1914) 
PF ( 	9 14) =PF ( 1 ,12) 
(2,1(,)=Pr (1,17) 
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PF ( 7 9 ) =Fyl l*Niyi 
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Y71-111=7A (K?)*THICK*PY13 
PF 7.1 	1 .:-. Y71-11 
PF ( 7,17 )=X7H1 1 *NY1 1 
 RFC 7,18 )=Y71-1 11*NX1'3
RF(7,)YZHi*NYV  
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PF(),4) - T1-47*Nx13 
PFtn,.6)=-1- H7*Well-








BF( 9 ,21)=RF( 9 921*FY13 
FF(992?)=RF(9,17)*FX1 1 . 
AF(9123)=NY11 
BF(0,24)=Nx1"3 
FF(9,P5)=RF( 7 ,6) 
PF(0,26)=PF(7,4)—BF(7,9) 
RF(r),27)=RF(7,7) 
PF(9,28)=PF(F 9 11)—(RF(8,6)#ry13/7.rs) - 
PF(Q,29)=PF(7,10)—(BF(7 9 0 )*FY13/2en) 
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11(1 , 	) =k'M4(-7M 
11(1.9)=c, PL*7.PL 
if(7,11)=;Pr*7mN 
11 (7,2)=! 1 (191.1 
( 	y=1.I( 1,4) • 
"(2/ 0 )= 11 (),81 
M7,12)=1 1 (1,1 1 ) 
STYN=1.7-("),r*74(K1)) 	- 
cTPL=1.2+("1.r*ZA(K1)) 
11( -4,1)=-( w*cTmN*STPL)/16.0 
1)(19Y))=-LqDL*STrIN*TPL)/16.n 
6)-- (9.n*cPL*Sm1*Tv^I)/16.0 
7i=.( 0 .rpL*croN*cTPL)/16.0 
m(h,P)=! , (1,1) 
11(4,11171,6) 
!I(4, 7 	)=II( 1 . 01 
I ( 4, 1 ) 	 (1 , 11 ) 
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M, :7 37) 1 ;)1) 
11 (9 ,? )= 1 1 	( 7 ,1 ) 
H 	9,5 )=t1 ( 7,4 ).- 
ti( 9,16)=11(7,19) 
!i(9,19)= 7 1(7,18)- 
11 (c), -i)=IIV1,1(`) 
I. 	9,1 7 )=!ICAI' 
It(r),2())=Hrl, 
11(0421)=It(l. 	7) 
CALL 14 yTPN(PF,RT,9,131,9,31) 
nn - 11 
nn 11 N1=1,1-  
7(J V ,N)= P T(m,N) 
N11=N-1- 
Pn(m,N)•=PT(Nk,^ 111 — 
 N2=N1+1 
11 PF(",N)=RT(M,N 1 21 
nn 12 
fl!) 12 N=1,21 — 
 HA( 	= 	( f■ I ) 
"1=N".+1 
1 ' r(v01)=11W1,r0 ) 
m.?=m1+ -A 
1 I C("0\1)=1 1 (M701) 
CALL vX"LT(PC,OA,T , '01,.1,21 
r-A=101 
f`n 15.1\1 "= 1 ,71 
T1( 	 T 	(AfiNA,r,v0) 
CALL N'XN 1 LT(, 1 111 ,T", 
P fl 16 1' ,IM=101 
16 NN= 1 ,21 - 
1- 7(m".,NN)=(T2("",")+T"(mv,Ivm)*71-1( 1<1 
CAL( 	vx , ^1_7(PF,m (7,T",11,3,? 1 ,1,7) 
nn 17 ^.""n=1 01 
nn 17 rw\1=1 . 01 • 




Pr) 44 N=1,21 
T1(",N)=T1("1('1)*L1?*THICK/?.! -) 
1- 2(Y,N)=T2(^",N)*L2 1 *THIK/2.n 
T 1 (",N)=T -A(",N') *1-1 1 *THjCi</2.n-- • 
T 1 (",Ni)=71(",N)+T7(m,"1-4-72( , R,m) 
T11("0,1 ,Nu)=T1(m,m) 
YATPTY T1 (^NITAINS 1- 141- PLEr,"FNIT.c, 
nvFD INITFPrLF"NT P rItINflAPY 
C-4, T=1,9 
nn c,6 J,1,21 
!I(I,J)=fl.n 
nn 	'1=1,9 - 
PO J=1,11 
89 
' 1 1,7) 
+V.A(wl,N(J)*Z1-1(0)*ZH(K2)) 
91,73,21,q1,?,) 
1 *7 1- ( ( 1‹. 7) ) 
A_A 
Op "AATRIX DMF In APFP, TNTRIIRAL 
90 
7 ,7, 	2F( T 




FL7=( 	(J1'-- - (Ptt.1)*F•111 - ) 
! ,:cr , F1_4*CL.( T ) 
(J) 
TPL:11 	( -1 	1 - 1 -1. 0 1 -- 
TFL17=(( 2 .fl*rL1)-2•f)) 
TFL.21=((?.fl*FL2)-1.0) 
TFL22=((.Y*F- 12)-2.01 
TFL 2 1=((2. (s*FL? 
TFL72.((l.n*FL11-2.31 
X 1 2 2 =(X(1J,1)*FL1)+(X(TJ,2)*1_21+CY 
Y12 2 =(Y(1J, 1 1*FL1)+(Y(TJ,21* r L2)+(v 







RF (1, 2n1:,-- --STH 
RF(11 21) t- --FTH*Y123 
74)=1.n 	• 
FF(1, ?f, )=X121 
PF(1, 271=Y121 
PM, 2P1= - 1X 1 2 1 **2.n1/2. (' 
'F(1, 2 0 )=)(122*Y17 
PF(1, 3 1)=Y 1 2"2 **2.^ • 












PF(2, 2(,) = -./171 
RFC?, 2RY=°F( 1 , 	291 
PF(2, 2 0 )=-rF(1, 111/2.2 
PF(2, qfl).=X12'1 **2. 
RF(4. &)= 0 '( 1 , 	4) 
0 1=0F(1, 	91 
PF(4, in)=PF(1 
PF(4, 1) 
PF(4, 2 1)1=-RF(1, 
PF(4, 21)=-RF(1, 	21) 
PF(4, 24)=-1.0 
PF(6, 7)=-°F(19 	?6) 
1-= F (4, 77 	= - 	r(1, 77 ) 
7c1)=-'1 F(1, 	29) 
nP(4, 79)=-2F(1, 	72) 
PF(4, 111=-flF(1, 	31) 
61=PF(2, 	6) 
81= 0 F(2, 	B) 
PF(S, 1 1 	)=RF ( 	 1.1) 
17)=-PF(2, 17) 
191=-RF(2, 19) 
PF(r), 271=-RF(2, 22) 
RE(5, 21)=-1.n 
2 ,-, )=- Pr(?, - 25) 
76)=Y121 
T J, 1 1*FL 1 1 
( J,1 ) *F (_ 1) 
2P)= -11 F(2, 7P1 
PF( 	7")=—PF(2 	?Q) 
7n)=,-PF(2, 1 1 1 
[1(1., 	1)=FL1 
1 1 (1, )=FL2 
.II (1, 	1 cY )=Ft..1 - 
 11(2 • ?)=FL1 
1P(2, 9)=FTL2 
1'(2, 	1(,)=FL 1 
m(9-, ...4),,(FLi*TFL11*TFt1?1/?,1- 
1 1 (, 1n)=(FL7*TFL21*TPL22)/7.0 
1i( 3 , 1 7 )=(FL'*TFL3 1 *TrL 2.2)/2.") 
1 1 (3, 	6)=( 0 . ( A4- FL1*FL7*TRL11)/2.r. 
!I(71, 7)=((:.r*r- L 1 *71_7 4 Trt.?1)/7.n - 
m(?, 12 ) ,, ( Q„('*FL2*PL2*TFL , 1)/7.n. 
U , 14)=(9,r*FL3*cL2*TPL1)/7.0 
11(2, 2n)=(*FL*FL1*TFL?1)/2.n 
1I(7, 21)=(9.n*FL3*FL1*TFL11)/2.("T 
U (4, 4)=FL1 
H ( 4 , 11)=FL2 
1 1(4, 1 P)=FL1 
"tr,c..yttFU • 
1 1(5,1q)=F1_ 
H ((, 0)= 1, ( 2 , 2 ) 
11(6,12)=H(2,11) 
(6, 1 	) Z-7 " ( 
■ 1 ( 	) =11 ( 	17) 
7)= 1 1(, 	7) 
1'(6, 2 (1 )=H( 1 , 2n) 
21)=H( 2 , 2 1 ) 
CALL mXTRN(PF,Pc,6.31, -P,'4 1) - 
CALL "X"LT(Pr, ,!) ,T(7`1,31,6,21, 2 1, 0 ) 
flf' 1R r-k , =1,21 
nn 1R mm=1,21 
Tn1("",mr")=Tn 1 (* 1 " . 'i"*) -1,t , JT - 




no 22 N1=1,21 
Tfl?("0 1 )=Tn2(",N)*TJ 
2? In27(v.“0 ,MH)=TW(M,^1) 
mt, TPTx. Tn, 	 —"A-TTY 
1^11 ,- PLAvr? fl(-TIINF)Apv 
CALL "XTP'° (T7,TT, 11 ,21, 21 , -21 ) 
CALL vXTPNI(Tr2,T01,1,21, 21 ,1) 
mA=-2 
rAAA=14 -1 
DO, 112 1 j=1,1 
nn 12 1=1,21 
1 	13 J=1.01 
HT(T,J)=C.n 
nn 	1=101 
nn F1"2 J=1,21 
rVALH 6 Tinm OF rLF"RfoTr, n= CnmDLTANcr MATRIX FoR rAr1.4 LnYFR 
THRD=THc(<j)* 2 .141265/1 9 
CoT=r- nc..(THP!-•) 




r) fr APIA TmTvrIPAL flVFP 
92 
TP" , ( 	, 1 1 =(-- r) T**2.) 
TRI\ 1 (2.2)=TRN I ( 1 -911 
TRN( )=T4N( 1 ,2) 
TPN(7,4)=—TPNI(1,6) 
TPN( 3 , 1 1=- 1.r' • 
TP^ 1 (4,1)=(:(ThTifc,INT 
TRN(4,?)=—rnc•-T-xc,T 
TR"(4,41=CncT**2. (1 — T" - II**2.n 
TRN(5i,r, )=(- Pc-T 
TP".'(9(,)=.c ., 1NT 
TPN(6,5)=-1.NT 
TRN ( 6 96) = COT 
f■ e, w,2 
nAki=1,(.. 
Tr--)!Nm(v'',N , 1)=TProc , v,wo) 
rr,.1_ 	INvi7 r(TPNINI,r, ,e-,,JC1,TTP,02), 
CALL r'Y' ,"1 1- 1P,TTP,TP" 1 ". 1 ,,6,6,6,61 - 	• 
(-- /%1L mY 1'LT(TPN.TRNN.TT4,6,6,6“),61 
MATRIX TT? CormAIN'T. FLF7 ,1 P^JT_C flF CflmPLI 
FVALMATInN oF VOLLP IP 	1NTFC, RAL 
4'1(') 
nn 	J = 1 9 5- 
FL1=Al (1) 	• 
Fl7=(9L(J)—(FIL(J)*EL1)) 
EL/+=1•fl7FL1 
EL 2 =PL4—FL2 
"J=FL4*CL(1) 
. 1-1- ='°T*r)L(J) 
A(1,1) , +v)..7+FL1 
A(1,/, ) ,--(y(IJ.1)*fl_1)+(Y.( 






A(292)= 1 ,1) 	- 
,A(7,5)=A (1,,4) • 
A(2 .P )=,A (1,7) 
A(7.1 1 )=A(191 n ) 
A(2,1)=A(1,12) 
A(2,16)=A(1,15) 





1. -1,21* r 1 ', 1-4-( X ( 
IJ,71*11 73 -4- (VITJ, 2 l*PL'2 1 
A( 4 , (?)=A(1_ 
A(4,14)=A( 1 7j2) 
A (/1,17) r7A11,1r)) 
A (4,7'1=A ( 1,15) 
A( r, •in 	( 1,12) 
r\('-, ,11)=—A(1,1) 
A('',1 7 1=t(TP1CK**2. 1 )*(7)**2.n1)/2.0 
A(.1 7 )=—A(r.,17) 
.r\(,1 - Q)=A(.,17) 
AI c, ,22 ) =A ( 9,17)*A(1,4) 
110,2 2 )=A(1,11 
.A(,?)=A(1,4) 
f\( ■ 78)=7\(1,1r 1 1 
93 
A( 5, 2 Q) = - (A(1 ,7 )*A(7, 11 ))/2'n !1(c,';n1=A(1,4)*AT 2 ,5) 
A(6,/1)=A(F, ,6) 
A (6, 0 )=A (C,P ) 
.A.(6,10)=-A(1,12)*A(1,7) 
	
( 6,1")) =A ( 	91 ° ) 
A ( 	,?':.)=A( 6,1 
A (6,71)=A( +,17)-1fA ( 1,7 ) 
A (6 ,2/4 )=A(5,7 -1) 
.A(6.,26 - )=A11,4 	•-• 
A(6,27)=A(1,7) 
A(6,78)=-A(, 2 fl)0.fl 
A(6,2Q)=4(1,1 1 ) 
A(6,1)=-Acc, ,20)*2.0 
pn 1'11 T=1,f) 
on 1.-A 
1"2 AA((--,"11 )=Af' (601 )+A( 6,11 'r 
TALL 
CALL "XTP^!(.A,AT,6, 31, 6, 1 7) 
'CALL rov'LT(AT,P,A,F131,6,31.01,A) 
on 4c,-v=1,1 





nn c,c, m=1,11 
Dn 	m=1. ,21 - 
== N(",, ,Y)=p(rl,N)*T 1-ITrv.*^ 7 TJ 
C(- TATms FLFm.FT, nr mATRTY DUE Tn NinLmmr TKITr, PAL OW7 TR 
FA(- 1-; (AN(P nF FLP., FNIT 
CALL 1r'Iv ETP.(14,1, 1 1,JC,L41,n1)' r., r) 1 c,0 "r=1 0l 
17'7) 1r-, 9 m=1, 1 1 
llHT 	" , I !)= H T ( " 	) 
CALL vX"LT 	,TC`2,T213 1 ,3 1 ,214 -3 1-011 
CALL '1VILT (Tfll. ,T2 
no 	1=1,21 
nn J=1,21 
lc,c; 	-1 711,J)=L!T(T,,J)+ 	HTT,J1-- - 
CALL 	 (HT,T1,1- 01,11,710101) 
MY "LT 	 ,71 01) • 
On 1, 1= 1 ,71 
1r, 6 J=1,21 
HT(T,J)=HT 1,j1+ -r.1 (T,J) 
CALL mX"LT (17)1,fl ,T",2101,21, 2 1 011 
nr,  157 T=1 21 
On 	j=1 71 
HT(T,J)=HT (T,J)+7" (T,J) 
(Al 	"X"LT ( TT ,T2 	,71,11,71, 2 1 	) 
r'n ir,p 1 =1 , 71 
nn 1 ,-, F1 J=1 21 
1r,p. HT( T •j)7.--HT 	I 	j 4-1. " 	T 




T, P=-7 - 
nn 120 vF=10 
"D=nr1+7 
"AA="AA....1 




,NR . ) 
( MC c 	AA ) 
"Fi7 • NPR ) 
(NP MFF 
( NA A 	 F ) 




+ 1 1T 
+ LIT 
1F. (.1 AP c. ('IAA 1 . .(;17 •391 m.r="Ir+1 
in 	1. -1 P 
120 m -cr.pc+7 
n Pr) 1 	r`, "IF= 1 
mc=r.le•+1 
T F('.% 1 F 	) 	TO 	22 -- --- - - 
mFF ="F +Poi) 
c-n Tn 121 
7 27 roC=m(7-4-mR 
in Tn 12fl• 
17-)r= -7+'1P R 
1-)(-) 	124 m1=1.91 
4•Fl = p•H+ 7 • 
lott /■ = 11 A A - 1 
I F ( 	A )X1, 13 2 , 13 2 
131 kic,=^9(;+6 
IF( J ARS(WA ).r,F7.3) ^^C-, =•40 r—f- I 
C- 0 Tn 113 
117 Mr;=!..^r+7 
1 1 1 Do 119 mJ=1•5 
Tr (m,J.cr7R) (7, n Tn 
m3J=mJ+^^•H• 
GP Tr) 1?6 . 
1 	c, 
in Tn 119 - 
	
HV ("C • Nin1=HV("C 	) +H T ("."FF,'AJJ) 
CnNT P 1 !!F • 
r Cm A A 1 11P., 7 ,124 
11s) 	IF( T A. FT. 	( 	) 	(71T • 2 •Ark-in •1• 
17/, rnmi- T NUL" 
A=-1 
pn 191 N.01. = , 1 7 
NI A =N17,\ +1 . 
ni A = 
+1 
N1r,mr4-7-1- ( /4 *NA, 
= 	A 	( 	( 	r5. + 1 	) 
P.+ ( ( 1"../‘ +1 ) 
'V-c(N/AA).LT.4C)) "T7=mc , -1 
HV 	NI)=HI! Plr Nr ) 
I-W( 1"C 	) =Hy(mC 'NM) 
Fi V ( 	r =Fl y ("C 9 NI P 1 
FIV ( " 1 r 	= ,, v NIC.,vr 
Hv r\"- "4.- =M./ 	) 
1. 71 	ryl ( 	r 	) =NV ( ) 
1 7( 	(WHIT T IF 
Do 177 Nir1 =2,17 9 7 
NIF=t, IF+1 
roCC,=1YrF- +]. 
NH=Nr-+2+ (okr\IF 1 
i=niFP+(441-(NIF+11 
roJ=r"(;C--f- ( 4* ( N , F+1 ) ) 
NIK=-1 
F'n 127 NL=1 • 1 7 ,7 
NIK =n.ile +1 
NK<=mL+1 
rol.L.=r ,(1(4-1 
r\11_41=•11_4_2+( Aitrov ) 
NI T = "1 K + ( /1*( NY +1 ) ) 
j=tlt 	+(1.,*( nty +1) ) 
95 
v r‘i H rku.-44 	 , 	) 	, poi 
HV(m1-400 TI1r-viv(MH,NT1)+HT(ror,01 !K) - 
 HV(rTh,NUJ)=1“/( NHOJJ ) +HT (Tvr;“\_ L 
}-4 \/(mI ,NT T 1=HV(roT ,NT T 1+HT (N , Fr 
HV(f\iT•7, 1-0-11=Hv(•T,NHIA)+HT(^AFP- ."(-) 
HvWT.NJJ1=Pv(mT,NJJ)+HT(^JFF,NLI1 
H1/(NJOIJJ1=HVMJ,NJJ1+HT(Nr7(7, ,NLL1 
H\('"JO, TT)=Hv(NJ,NTT)+HT(P 1 (- r:,Nvk, ) 
127 NV( N.1910 PH)=Hv (NJ,Nit--N )+1-1T (Nr;r- , ,,NI_ 
112 CON!TIN'ir 





• TF(IT.C,T.mELTc). rir Tr) 9f 
nn 11,c roN = 1,11 
	
"/I• 	 - 
m ,4=41 
50_.=- YlIJ I 21*Y 
Klo=!<9/4 	• 
TF:'(.L7.1,:3 6 ) (7,r) Tn 6 
to=N+1 
XL=x. IJ,?.1*(^"fi-1) 
v1.=Yt !JO )*N1 	• 
nn 7 mk!=1,1 
XX()=YiTJ,^ 1 m1+YL 
7 	yy(NIP, i)=V(TJ.NINI+VL 
rFTJ-7-((YY(3) - NeY( 1,'1)*(vV(21 -YvV1 11) - (n/ Y(1) - vY( 1 )1*(Yv(? )- YY( 1 ))) 
rVAL.MATTrq ('F (LEmrYT= .OF L.r\iNc,  VCTOR 
• r2 ( 	11 )='"/ 	 ---- 
ro 115 T=1,c, 
nn 	- `5 J=1 
L ( 	) 
FL/4= 1 •n"• c t.:1' 
ELP----(PL(J)-(PL (J)*FL1 ) 
Fl_q=rL4-71_? 
1 . 1 1- =F1_ii*CL( I ) 
wr="T*N.(J) -- - 
Trt '1=f (. ('*r1.1 )-1 
Tr, L12=c( -3. , “11)-2.n) 
0)-1.`)) 
TrUAl=f( 1 .fl*PL 1 )-1.") 
T 1:02=(fl.:-) *FL 1 )-2. 1)) 
T(1,1)=PL7 
T(1112)=PL2 
T( 1 ,2 -1 )=FL; 
T(2,2 1=FL1 
T(2,1 .1)=EL2 
T(2,24)= r t_l - - 
Tf 1 ,5 1=FL1*TFL 1 1*TrL12/2. 1 
 'T(1 , 1 6)=FL2*TFL21*TFL22/2. 1
 T(1 .27)=FLqi4 TFLI.1'*I. FLa2/2.'
• T(3,1(1 )= 0 .('*FL1*F_L2 1(- TFL1112.0 
T(x,11)= 9 .0*r1. 1 *rL"Tr.L21/2.0 
T( 7 ,21)=9. 0**PL 7 *TrC21/2.n 
T(A,22)=9.0*'Ll*FL2*TrL11/2.0 
T1 1 . 2 21=9.*FL'L1*TrL11/7.- n ---- 





1- (,1 r, )=FL2 
T( ~, .26)=rL 1 
T((, ,` 	)=T( 2 ,) 
T(E,U-'1=T(3,1fl), 
T((),21)=T(,21) 
-- T((7, , 271=T(3 -,022) 
T(4177)=T(3,27) 
T(A, 1 r))=T(,16) 
T(,1 1 ) ,-, T(11) 
T(6,'"1 )=-7(7,'1 '1 1 
CALL "XTR"(T,TR,6, 1 1, 
CALL "IXmLT (TP,nn,nF, 
	
- 	fln 21 NINI=1, 
)=ni_(r,, Nt)+OF(NN',1) 
(nroTTNIIF 
nn 1 1, 6 NN=1, -41 
1 /4 	CL(^Jr\') -- =--OL(Mf")*D -FT- J-- 




TKK=TC:LCOP(T1,TK) - V-ILC 
nn p7 j<=1,c) 





• PC) 71 LK=1 
Kl<= TC;LCPr) (TI,I 	-Tr;LC,flR(1,1.) 
vv -=, Tr-L1nD(TT 
r-', n 71 "v=1,°' 
L(r;=v+1 
PI( 4/`'.LT.v) (_' 	To 71 
mvv- =K-v4-1 
.L 4'=7 (--V1oR(T1,1K1+(R*f\tv(L ,<KK))+1+mie,v 
rn TO 79 
Av(<4,!,: 6)=Av(V4,K6)+HV(K9) 
C, o TO "i1 





7 1 r?"!TTNIJP 
- m3=n 
m4=r- 
1F(-- m.C, T.4) GO TO 57 
m4=m4+Q 
" 74 LK=1,2 
IvV="c,- 
" 	1=1,NTICnP 









Jr (K8.LT.K41 (-, 0 TO 77 
K7=K8-1(4+1 
AV(K4,K7)=AV(K4,K7)+HV(10041 
en Tn 74 
7 7 K7=K4-1! 0 +1. .• 
AV(101 , 1e7)=AVtKP,K71+HVIM4,C31 
7h CrNITTNUF 




4P 	 - - 
TF(Mvisi/T.4) cn TO 7n 
m4=m4+ 0. 
no 49 LK=1,2 
LKr="571-LK - - 	— 
On rs' T=1,NTNCnR 
TF(Tr, LmIn(11,1KK).LT. 61cn(1)1 ro Tn P7 








IFLAP.C,T.4) - (7n Tn 
m7=v7-1-(1 
i7 -) 2.6 ml<=1,2 	• 
vvVr.' 1 94-"r 
m7=r17+1 
IF (" 7 .LT.m4) C,n TO 26 
no 77 I=1.NT'"CnP 
- 1F t I C)- ' 	I T . 9 " 10( .0 . T -.'"CnI T1)- C-C4 
27 rnmTIKIMF 
2F mKKv=mcr 
KR= I' 	 ( 	O'KK)4-m!IN^("'<KK )*P. 
Tr(VReLT.1(4) r-o Tn 7P. 	-  
1(7=e4—k. 4+1 
"W(K490)=PV(K4,K7)+ 14 vc!' 4 4,m7) 
eo To ?A 
7. 14, 7=1.(4-lecl+i 
"\\(KFI,K7)=Av(Kp,K714.(m7,m4) 
2A cor9TTNPIr 





Tn 2'1 0 - 
nn • rINTIWIF 
C 	• 	MAJP1X AV CONTATNS 	 STTFFNFSS MATRIX 
C APPLTrATTrN oF POIINT)ARY r (INoTTInN5 
r‘F c•omrP N(IFIFS - wHFPr PnWonAPv rnMDITin4S'APF .sorrIFTcn 
PFl‘t-I(c,*) KintIrr 
C 	mo. nF mIrISTrIP WWirs 	PollNoARY CnNPITTOto.q ARF •cnrcTF1Fn 
PrAn(c,*) NnrIrm 






nn 69 1_:=1,N0eCC 
r) O 19 1=1,9 
1P NO(1)=0 
1_ 1 =NFTXC(L) 
L2=TRFFAL11 --  
1 -c , Nprc(L) 
1:1.(NrArr(L1-1)+CP*NlIm(Lfl) 
Tp(I2.n. 1 )•G^ 
IF(L7.Fn.7) - GO 
TO 	A (' 
TO - 191— 
TF(L2.FP.•?) GP Tn 62 
IF(L2.FD.4) OP TO 63 
IF(L2.F0.9) (7,r) TO 64 
1F(t_2.F0.6)•Gn Tn 69 
1F(L2.FO.7) GO TO 66 
Nn(1)=L1+1- 
(7 (2)=L 14-1 
 Np(1)=L7+6 
No(4)=Ll+P 
(;() Tn 67 




CO TO 67 
62 rio(1)=L+s 
.
c-,, n TO 67 
60 NO(1)=L3+1. 
NO(2)=_ 1 +2 
*Jr)()=1 -1 +1 
Nfl(4)=1 1 +4 
m0()=L 1, 
N 0 (6)=L'+7 
!'!O( 7 )=1_,?+R 
r'n(A)=L 1 + 9 
 GO Tn 67 
66 mn(1)=L1+2 
Nn(2)=L7+4 
NO( 1 )=1_ 1 + 
Nn(4)=1_ 14- 7 
 "In(r, )=1 1 +o 
Gn In 67 
6c, (\, n ( 1 ) =L 	+1. 
N'n(71=1__ 1 4- 
"n(?)=L -2, + 
r0(()=1_ 1 +6 
nin(r,)=1 1+P 




N n ( 4 )=1_1 4-4  
'o(;)=L1+5 





nn  F` 2  L4=10 
1F(Nn.(L4).FC. 0 ) GO TO 82 
nn 0 5 m=1,NFAND 






IF (L7. 1- n.`,) n(Nn(1))=n. 
IF 	(1..2.F.6) n(h)(1))=c).fl 
IF (L2. 7 n.1) r(Nn(1))=fl.fl 
IF 	H.2.FQ.71 (7, ( Nr.(c, ))=.() 
69 CnNTINI1F 
(-4) 1_=1,N(e)ri- Cle. 	• 
on R 	I=1,NTNCn9 
IF(NP.Cm(L).LT.NrO(I)) r,n Tn 86 
I F, rPrTTN!IF 
Qr, LL=N( - n(I). 
L 2 =NPI"IL1+NII , "ILL1*A 
n(L 3 )=9.n 
PO 0 1 I_L=1,NPANP 
IFIL4.(71T.L31 (7-n -- To .91 
mm=L4-1 
AVImm,L4 )=r).r 
9 (' ErNTINIIF 
Dn PP I=1,NTOT 
80 T
. 	
Ak( T 	 Ay( 1- ,1)=1.r 
c 1"`LUTION nF c (MIA T r)!\1 - ttS Nrc 
	
FLPAINATTnN TFegmf()Itc ---- 





• (- _,Av (No_ )/AV(N,1) 
J=F 
PA, 38 K=L,NPAND -  
J=J+1 
TF(Av(N,K)) 19,12,19 








4] N=N - 1 
IF(N) 43,41,42 
(,2 L=N 
rn 4F, le.=2,rRANir) 
1=4+1 
IF(AV(N,K)) 1, 7,46,47 
1L7 Q(=n(m)-/\V(N,'<)*n(L) 
fnNTINIJF • 
Cn Tn 41 
• icNITTNIIF 
VECTnR 	rnl- ATNS 'TcPL.,NrumFNIT - VAt 	AT ALL - ?'InnFc. - nr . c -1- 24!("T!!?r 
FWALHATIONflF STRFS5 RFSIITANIT 
N(1=n 
Pn 1 3 1 IJ=1,NFLTS • 
NII=NH+1 
DO 116 1=1,71 
(`r) 116 J=1,2I 
T 11 (I,J,NH)=T 1 1(I,J,N 11 )+ Tn27(i,J.0 1 1f) 
112 T1(T,J)=T11(T.J,Tiv 
po 117 T= 1 , -41 
1.00 
1 
;- v-1 117 j=1, 1 1 
117  Fl ( 1", 	)=HT 	 ( 
Pn 1 2 2 T=1= 2 
CALL . . "X"LT (r 1 	T1,TW 	, 1 1',?1 ;21 ,')) 
CALL mYmLT(A.,TQ2,101, 1 ,?1,01) 
CALL "..YCI(-T(PA,r.),Thr, ,21,14'), 4, 6) ---- 





c.,1 -1 RnIITINF 	Y-IT( 7 1,Q 2 ,Q 1 .Tc.J r, , ,er, ,T1.121 
nTMEP.'sjr'N R1(119J r0f r.'2(12, 1 1,1?'1 (Ilo< P0 
- 	1 7 	" 1 71 	 _ 	. 	. .  
Pr' 111 m1=1,Kr'' 
P3( w1,m1)= ° . c 
fin 111 m2= 1 ,Jc 




pTmFN!",p-'.N - P1 - 111,J rNi4P2112,1')Y- 
nn lln 






LAy rR r■ F FLrNIFNT 
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APPENDIX I  
Summary; In this appendix, the way to extend the developments discussed in 
the text to the incremental analysis of the nonlinear problem of finite 
deformations of the tire are presented. The present incremental analysis 
is a consistently formulated hybrid stress method wherein the influence of 
large deformations in the equilibrium equations is accounted for. This is 
done by choosing the incremental stresses, which satisfy the incremental 
equilibrium equations in the updated Lagrangean form, in such a way that 
they include the effects of initial stresses and incremental displacements. 
Each material particle in the original reference configuration C
1 
is 
identified, in general, by curvilinear coordinates e(a = 1, 2, 3). The 
numerical values of e which define a particle in C 1 define the same particle 
in every subsequent configuration (also referred to as convected coordinates). 
To describe the motion of the body relative to C l , a fixed rectangular car-
tesian coordinate system x
a 	
= 1, 2, 3) in three-dimensional space is also 
established. Thus, a continuous one-to-one motion of the particle, as the 
continuum deforms is defined by relations, 
xa 	a 





det 1 	o I > 0 	 (la) 
In general, we define C
N 
to be the configuration of the body before the 
addition of the n
th 
increment of load; whereas, C NI_
1 
is the body after the 
addition of the n
th 
load - increment. In configuration C
N
, the states of 
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stress, strain, and deformation are presumed to be known. During the 
process of the n
th 
load-increment, the configuration C
N 
is treated to be 
in a state of "initial stress". Incremental displacements due to the 
addition of the n
th 
load-increment are measured from C
N
. In the following 
we treat, as a generic case, the movement of the continuum from the reference 
state C
N 
to further deformed state C NI_
1 
through small but finite increments 
in stresses, displacements, and external loads. 
The position vector of a particle in C
N 
is denoted by r and that of the 
same particle in CN.1.1 is denoted by R. If x i are the cartesian coordinates 
of the point in C
N 
and e are cartesian bases, it follows 
r = x.e. 	
(2) 
The covariant base vectors tangent to
i 
lines in configuration CN are 
given by, 
ax. 
ar = a -i ak a aC 
the covariant and contravariant metric tensors, and contravariant base 
vectors in 
CN 
are given by, 
gap =ky • 3 ; [e] = [ gceP] -1 ; ha = g h18 




 is measured 
in the basis system of CN as 
Au - Aar _ Au 
a 	xty 	 (5) 
which gives the usual representation of Green's strain tensor, in C
N 
as 
p 	2 	x,p, 	p, ,X 	,X 	v 












of CN . For later use we note 
that the geometry of C
m+1 
is characterized by the basis vactors and metric 
tensors, 
= 	- 	a  - 	+ 	)g ; G = g + 2Ac
a8 
aR 	acyd, + u) 
at at 
	3 
CY 	CY 	a8 	ald 
	 (7) 
In the reference state CN, which is presumed to be known, let the initial 
Piola-Kirchoff stresses be represented by the symmetric tensor a
oXp
, measured 
per unit area in C m . Let the initial body forces and surface tractions 
measured per unit volume and unit area respectively, in the current reference 
state, be given, respectively, by 
—alp 	 _ 7,:ra 
= F 	gx , T - 	gx 	 (8) 
where a bar (-) denotes a prescribed quantity. One can then prescribe 
additional body forces AF X , additional surface tractions AV” on a portion 
S
1 
 of the surface of the body, and additional displacements Au on a 
portion S
2 
of the surface of the body; where the displacements pu
b` are 
measured from Cm , in the basis vector system g x of CN . Let the correspond-
ing increment in the Piola-Kirchoff stresses measured per unit area in C N 
?■41 
be represented by the symmetric tensor Aa . The principle of virtual work 
then states, 
[ (G ° 	+ Aa AP ) dA e 	- (F ° A  + ATA ) 6A u x ] dV 
V 	
(9) 




where Ae5,1 is given by Eq. (6). In Eq. (9) the volume V, and the surfaces 
S 1 and S 2 
refer to the known current reference state CN, and a "6" denotes 
variations. We note that &Auk vanishes on S 2 . Eq. (9) can be written as, 




 Auv ) - AF A 6A u ] dV 
V 







C50 	 OX 6Au dV 2 
(6Au
X 	+ 6Aup 1-1,A) + F 
	
X 




If it is now assumed that the known initial stress state (6 kµ ; Tx ; T' ) 
in C
N 
is in equilibrium prior to the addition of the incremental loads for 
step N, then the right hand side of Eq. (10) can be shown to be identically 
equal to zero. However, due to the numerical incremental solution technique 
for solving a large strain problem, the initial stress state in C
N 
may  
not be in equilibrium. It is shown later that it is possible to derive an 
equilibrium error check if the right hand side terms in Eq. (10) are 
retained. 





	0.0015 , 6,0 0 ) 	
(11a) 
one can define an elastic strain energy function 
dA = Au
X4 a/3,e, 
Using Eq. (12), Eq. (10) may be written as, 




- J iNTX Au x dS} 
S 1 
= ( - 04X/1 dAux,p + F OX dAu x ) dV + 	717°X SAu x dS 
V 	 1 
It must be stressed again that the right hand side in Eq. (13) is a correction 
term to "check" that the initial stresses in C
N 
satisfy the equilibrium 
equations and boundary conditions. Thus, theoretically, if the reference 
state C
N 
is one of equilibrium, in which case the right hand side of Eq. (13) 
vanishes, the equation (13) can be shown to yield the equilibrium equations, 
for the Piola-Kirchoff incremental stresses (due to n
th 
loading increment) 
referred to the current known reference state C N, as follows: 
(12) 
(13)  
Au 	+ [( "P +Acr v P) Au
x 
] 	+ AFB' = o — 
.11 	 .1-1 
(14) 
and 





	 (1 5) 
on S
1 
The principle of virtual work as given by Eq. (13) can now be generalized 
through the usual methods, into a couterpart of Hu-Washizu variational 
principle in linear elasticity. That is, we add to the functional in Eq. 
(13) the constraint conditions 
Ae Xp = 1 (Au 
X,p 
+ Au 	+ Auv Au 	) 
, 
p , X 	.11 	v 
(16) 
and 
Aux = Aux on S 2 
Then considering the Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to constraint 
condition (16) and (16a) as AaXII and ATX , respectively, we can formulate 
the generalized functional, 




1 G X p.  
= 1 {A (Ae
Al P 	 2 
, a °AP ) + 	
Auvdt 
Aug 





1 - Aa XP 1Ae xp - -f (Au x , p + A up , A + Au ,
v p Auv,p ) PcIV 
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where 
— e = f ( -- a oX1-1  Au k 
	




V 	 S i  
e* is the correction term to "check" the equilibrium of initial stress state 
in the reference state CN . Noting that the variation of e* with respect 
to Aux is zero if the reference state equilibrium is theoretically satisfied, 
one can show that the Euler equations corresponding to 87 = 0 are, (a) 
g 
the equilibrium equations, Eq. (14); (b) the strain-displacement relations, 
Eq. (6); (c) the stress-strain relations, Eq. (12); (d) the displacement 
boundary conditions Aux = Au, 
on S
2 ; • and (e) the stress boundary conditions, 
Eq. (15). 
Suppose now that in Eq. (18) one assumes that the incremental 
equilibrium equations, Eq. (14), the traction conditions, Eq. (15), and 
the stress-strain relations (12) are satisfied a priori. Noting that 
assuming Eq. (12) a priori is equivalent to assuming the existence of a 
potential B such that 
B = AuXp,  A- A 
A1-1. 
and using Eq. (14), (15), and (20), one can reduce TT g  to 7c , where 
7
c 
= - B(Aa4L ; 	dV + 
S 
-2- 
 1 acap 611v 	X 





dv + s AT 
2 
Aux dS - e* 
obviously, when 7
c 
is varied with respect to Aa
Xp 
satisfy the a priori  
conditions 


















it can be shown that the Euler equations corresponding to the variation 
of 7
c 
with respect to Aa X4 , are 






Aux = Aux on S 2 
Even though the functional e* in Eq. (21) is a constant with respect to 
variations in Aa
Xkl, 
and hence doesn't contribute any terms in the variational 
equation 87
c 
= 0 when the variations are with respect to Aa X4 , it is shown 
later that within the framework of the hybrid stress finite element model, 
an equilibrium check on the initial stresses can be performed by retain- 
X 
ing e* in Eq. (21). If the condition AT = AT  on S 1, 
is not satisfied 
a priori, then we can introduce it as a subsidiary condition and consider 
1 	, 
7* = -S B(Aa ; a 	
2 




Au 	dV 	ATA'Aux dS + 
c 	V S 2 
S 1 
 AT - AT) Aux dS - e* 
	
(26) 
Next, certain simplifications can be made, in order to facilitate the above 
developments for numerical calculations. One can assume that each increment 
is such that the incremental displacements Aux are of order 0(e); whereas 
the initial stresses are of order 0(1). Thus, 
Aux 	0 (e) 	 (27) 
Q 



















+ [Go vp Au 
1-1 IV 
] 	+ AF X  = 0 
1 	 1  
and the traction vector OT C` can be simplified as, 
v AT A = Aa 	 o 1-1 X/i n + a 	Au X n 
1-1 	 111 	V 
From Eqs. (29), (31), and (32), it is clear that if in the functional 
17* - - v B(Au4', a°X4 ) dV 	l'0°X4 Au
vX
AuY, 4 dV + 	ATXATJ dS , 2 	 S
2 




we assume a priori, the linearized equilibrium equation in terms of incremental 
and initial Piola-Kirchoff stresses, taken per unit area in CN, as 
Aa All + Ea °v1-1 Au X ] 	+ AF's = 0 







where a comma in Eq. (34) refers to covariant differentiation with respect 
i 
to 	lines in Cm (using the metric tensors %
,8 and gy8 in Cm), then the 
variational equation 
8 	7* = 0 
Aa c 
leads to the Euler equations 




 ) 2  
and 
	
A U = Au X  on S2 	
(37) 
Thus, any incremental stress field that satisfies the incremental equilibrium 
equation (34) exactly also leads to compatible displacement fields if the 
variational Eq. (35) is satisfied. Thus the above variational principle is 
consistent. 
Following Pian and Tong [1], one can modify the functional in Eq. (33) 
for the hybrid stress formulation of the finite element model as 
TT* [ - 	B (AaX P , 	dV + S-- a 	Au , u 	+ 1 
1 04, v 
V 2 V Ti\AuX L 
n=1 
dS - e*1 	 (38) 
where M is the number of elements, V
n 




the interelement boundary of the n
th 
element. In the above, AuxL , which 
are physically the interelement boundary displacements, take on the meaning 
of Lagrangian Multipliers that can be used to satisfy the interelement trac-




displacements ux1_, are prescribed such that they inferently satisfy the 
interelement displacement compatibility condition. 
Thus, in the construction of the finite element model, one assumes 
(a) an equilibrating stress field within each element, and (b) a set of 
element boundary displacements in terms of a finite number of nodal values 
such that interelement displacement compatibility is inherently satisfied. 
The incremental stress field within each element satisfies the equation 
Aa A/i + [a °vP AU ? 	+ AFA = 0 	 (39) FP 	 FP Fv 
or 
Au 	= 	AF A - (a °vP AuX ) 
FP FP ,V 
Thus, we can assume, in each element 
{Aar} = (H]{B} + { AG P } + 	{ AO 
where [H] is the matrix of homogeneous solution, and Aa is any particular 
solution corresponding to an increment in external loads. The meaning of 
the last term is explained below. 
The coefficient matrix A results from the last forcing term in Eq. (40), 
04, 
where the initial stress a ' is known. Also, in the hybrid stress method 
we assume compatible interelement boundary displacements as 
{Au XL } = [LB ]{Aq} 
	
(42) 
where A is the vector of generalized nodal displacements, and L
B 
is a 




From these boundary data one can interpolate for the interior displacements* 
as 
{Au} =- [I] {Aq} 	 (43) 
Using Eq. (43) the necessary interior displacement gradients may easily be 
obtained. From these one can construct the matrix A such that, 
[A] {Aq} E [ 	Au X ) 	 (44) 
fp 
Similarly, from (32) one obtains for the element boundary tractions 
{AT} = [R] [R] + [AT p ] + [M][Aq] 
Finally, from a stress-strain law of the type shown by Eq. (11a) 
one may construct the following strain-stress relationt 
fle as = [ E ° 	+ 2E1 	cry6 	ep ar3cp 	af3ydep o ] Aa 	+ H.O.T. 
or 
Ae cc  = af3y6 
	
\41 ) Au 	 (47) 
We note that the compliance depends on the initial stress state when material 
nonlinearities are included. 
Now one is in the position to facilitate Eq. (38) for numerical com-
putation. Using Eq. (47), (here onwards, the distinction between square or 
row, or column natrices is omitted, but implied), one obtains, 
B (Lcr Ail  , Q ° Au ) dV = 2-1 1 
V
n 	 Vn 
U T 
EAu dV = 
2 J 
OF (HT EH) 6 
V 






T E) ACY + constant} dV 
where 
0 = unknown stress coefficients 
Aq = unknown generalized displacement increments 
A
T 
= transpose of A, etc. 
Carrying out the integration in (48) one obtains 






+ 	+ S T AQ1 	AQ2 




dS = J AT
T Au dS 

















is the matrix for the boundary displacements given in Eq. (42). 
Carrying out the integration in (50) one obtains 
AT A  Au A  dS = S T SAq + T




with obvious definition for the matrices S, T, and P. Likewise, in the 
integral 
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-a o 	Au 
IP 







 X are known, the integral in Eq. (52), can in general be 
written 
6* = [Qc ] {Aq} 
Thus, substituting Eqs. (49), (51), and (53) into (38), 





 (C - 2P) Lq - Aq
T
(AQ 2 T) 	- [Qc 1 {AO 
We note that in Eq. (52) only the unknown stress coefficients 8's are 
independent for each finite element. Thus, taking the variation with 
respect to p in each element, one obtains 
- B(3 - AQ + (S - D) Aq = 0 	 (55) 
from which 
= - B-1 AQ 1 
 + B-1 (S - D) Aq 
The substitution of Eq. (56) into Eq. ( ) yields 
N L 1 T 	T 7 * = 	L -2 Aq [ (S - D) B







Taking the variation with respect to Aq, 
N 
/{kAq -Q} n = 0 
n=1 
with 




(S - D) - C + (P + P
T
) 
AQ = 2 (S - D)
T B-1 AQ1 - AQ2 + T - Qc 
where k is the element stiffness matrix and AQ is the load matrix. We note 
that the vector Q
c 
of element generalized nodal forces (the last term on 
the right hand side of Eq. (60) which results from e* in Eq. (53) can be 
referred to as "residuals", since that they can be used to measure the 
residual error in nodal point equilibrium at the beginning of any load 
step. 
If in Eqs. (60), we set C = 0; AQ2 = 0 and P = 0, then we recover the 
usual linear theory. Accordingly, we may rewrite Eqs. (60) as 










D - (DT B-1 S + S T B
-1 





 = 2ST -1 AQ
1 
+ T 
AQ; = - 2D T B-1 AQ 1 - AQ 2 
where 
k l = conventional linear hybrid stiffness matrix 
k2 = incremental stiffness matrix 







AQ2 = incremental load matrix 
Q
c 
= residuals to check equilibrium in reference state. 
It can be easily verified that the incremental sriffness matrix is 
symmetric and positive semi-definite just as the conventional linear 
hybrid stress stiffness matrix. Also, in general, the sum of the number 
of 3's (stress coefficients) for each element and the number of rigid body 
degrees of freedom for each element should be in excess of the number of 
q's (generalized nodal displacements) of the same element. 
Once an element shape is selected and appropriate choices for the 
field variables in each element as outlined earlier are made, the 
integrals in Eq. (62) can be evaluated numerically to find the element 
stiffness matrix and nodal load matrix. Employing the usual techniques of 
finite element assemblage, one can now derive a system of linear incremental 
equations, governing the behavior during the n
th 
load step, for the 
entire structure, 
[K 1 ] + 2 ] ) N  {AR} N = {AF 1 } N + {AF 2
}
N + {Fc } N 	(63) 
where matrices [K 1], [K2], [ARj, [AF 13, [AF 23, and EFc) are obtained by 
assembling the respective individual element matrices k 1 , k2, Aq, AQ* 
AQI and Q c . 
The procedure for the solution od,Eq. (63), with the equilibrium check 
and corrective cycling procedure, has already been discussed in detail by 
Hofmeister, Greenbaum, and Evensen [16], and is not repeated here. It 
should also be pointed out that at some stage in the process of incrementation, 
for example in state CM, the matrix [K 1 
+ K2]
M 
might become singular and 
R} M  can no longer be unique. This, in structural stability problems, 
the values of FA and MA correspondingto the case when [K 1 + K2] M is 
singular, are the critical loads. 
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At this point it is worth noting that the total stresses a 	+ AcT 
from load step N become initial stresses for step N + 1. For step N, the 
stresses
04, + AaXII were treated as the Piola-Kirchoff stresses referred to 
the state C
N 
before the addition of the n
th 
load step. Thus, for treating 
the incremental problem corresponding to the (N + 1) the load increment, 
	
these total stresses (3 	+ Aa41, ) at the end of step N must be converted 
to Piola-Kirchoff stresses e
ip 
referred to the state Cpl before the 
addition of the (N + 1)
th 




S °41 = (I
3 	






= det [6 	+ 2,6e
x p] • Ae
x = g X Ae 3-
1 v 
	 (65) 
In Eq. (65), Ae
p,v 
is the incremental Green's strain tensor in the n
th 
load 
step as defined in Eq. (6). 
Also, it is worth noting that when the volume and surface integrals 
for each discrete element considered in Eqs. (49), (51), and (52) are 
evaluated for the element in the configuration CN , the infinitesimal 
volume in state C
N 
is given by 
dV = vr:ig dO" dE 2 d 3 in C 
	
(6 6) 
where g = det 126,3 1 and ga3 is the metric in CN . Due to incremental 
deformation in the n th load step, the discrete element shape and volume 
in C
N+1 
 would be different from those in C N . In C 1 , the infinitesimal 
volume is given by 
dV
1 
= 12 in C
N+1 
where 
G = det I G 
et8 
= det I gai3 I • det[6 A p + 2g 	Ae J Ilv 
where Ga
0 








evaluating the volume integrals for the deformed element in Cm...l' Eq. (67) 
is used for infinitesimal volume instead of (66), and the limits of integra- 
tion on
i 
are the same as those in C
N
. Similar results can be derived 
for surface integrals. 
APPENDIX II 
Summary: In this appendix, some comments on the solution of the 
problem of contact of a toroidal shell are given. Once the incremental 
solution for finite deformations of an inflated tire is obtained, the 
solution for the contact problem can be achieved in an incremental form, 
as indicated below. 
A Formulation for the Solution of Contact Problem: First, the in- 
flation problem is solved, and then one proceeds with the contact problem. 
The contact problem must be considered in a step-by-step fashion. 
Since the contact forces and the corresponding contact area are not known 
in advance, one must make certain a priori assumptions to facilitate a 
direct numerical solution. 
Thus, we assume that certain nodes are in contact with the ground. 
This fact is expressed by a kinematic restraint on the corresponding nodal 
displacements. Next, one calculates the nodal contact forces necessary 
to bring the above nodes in contact. Since the contact is unbounded, 
all contact forces must be compressive. Obviously, certain nodal contact 
forces may turn out to be tensile. The implication is that one made an 
erroneous assumption on the contact area which may easily be remedied by 
removing the corresponding node from contact. 
Contact Problem: The element stiffness and load matrices are defined 
by Equations of the general form (See text) 













Then, the merge of the above equations yields 
K.. q. 
1 J 	J 
j = 1, 2, ...N 
whereK..isthestructurestiffnessmatrix,q.
1 
 is the generalized 
displacement vector, and Q. is the vector of the unknown nodal contact 
forces. From Equation (3), the generalized displacements may be expressed' 
in terms of the contact forces by 
q.
1  = Kij Q. 
	
(4) 
which may be written in the following partitioned form 
K -1 	K- 
aR 











R = 1, 2, ...N e 











For each node in contact, one may assign one algebraic equation 
based on geometrical considerations. It will be assumed that the contact 
surface is parallel to the X2X3 - plane and the wheel load is in the X 1
-direction. 
At each node, the rectilinear displacement vector may be written as 
3 




v s are unit base vectors of the reference configuration, 
Figure 
Let P be a reference node in contact with a rigid, frictionless 
contact surface and let "N" denote a generic node to be brought in con-
tact with the contact plane. 
Then, the rectilinear displacements of the reference node and the 














 = RN + u
N 
where R and RN refer to the pre-contact node positions, Figure A.1. The 














p = (P - 1) x 5 
n = (N - 1) x 5 
The substitution of Equations (8) and (9) into Equation (7) yields 
3 	 3 
P R.+E q . P = R 1 
 E q A. 
	
1 	 p+
A1 il 	i=1 n+i 11 i=1 
where 
3 






1=1 1 1 
 3 
A 	= E AP e 








and where the e.'s are Cartesian base vectors, Figure 1. 













dN = R1 - R 1 
In matrix form, Equation (13) reads 
Cic In = dR 	 (15) 
R = 1,2, ..., Nc 
D = 1,2, ..., 3Nc 
for the preassigned contact points. From Equation (3), the contact dis-
placements 
= 	' 
- 1 n 
clu R 
are substituted into Equation (15), 
1 
K- Q = C 	 d Ra s dR 























S = 1, 2, ... , N
c 
Suppose one finds n
c 




S = 1, 2, ..., n c 
Then, these n
c
-nodes must be removed from contact. Thus, the number of 
pre-assigned contact nodes becomes 
N
c 
= Nc  - n
c 
	 (22) 
and one must repeat the procedure from Equations (5) through (20). Note 
the inverse stiffness matrix (flexibility) may be saved from the previous 
calculation. Therefore, Equation (5) is merely re-partitioned according 
to the contact nodes N
c 
defined by Equation (22). 
If Equation (20) holds, then one brings additional nodes in contact. 
The procedure terminates when 
Nc 
E Qs = 
s=1 
w 	 (23) 
where w is the wheel load. 
